
Get More Money
Out of Your Car
Tips to Increase the
Value of Your Car



What to do first:

Remove all garbage and loose papers from the interior of
the car and trunk.

Interior Cleaning

Wipe down front dashboard, steering wheel, and
exposed vinyl with a conditioner and cleaner (Armor All,
Meguiars, Turtle Wax, Griot's).

Clean all cup holders and middle console.

Clean all interior windows, it helps to eliminate odors.

Make sure you have two keys, and owners manual.

Remove all garage door openers.

If you have maintenance records, place them in a 8 x 11
manila envelope and title it, (e.g., “Mustang
Maintenance Records). It shows you cared for your car.

Vacuum carpets, clean floor mats and spot clean stains
if necessary.

Be sure to remove all personal artifacts (information),
except registration from the glove box, middle console, side
pockets on doors and back of seats for your security.

Add an air freshener to your car. 



What to do second:

Wash your car (never use dishwashing liquid, it
deteriorates the clear coat on your car).

Exterior Cleaning

Wax your car. If you can do so yourself, it looks even
better, but you can also run it through a modern car
wash that offers waxing.

Clean your wheels to remove grime (use a cleaner
intended for wheels).

Use tire shine to black the wheels to give them a sleek
"spit shine" look. 

Before someone arrives to test drive your car
give it a quick rinse. Like a date, first impressions
mean everything.



What to do third:

Wipe down the surface area of the engine once it is
cooled. Here you’re just trying to clean the larger more
visible surfaces like, hoses, top of battery, engine, etc.

Under the Hood

Check to make sure your jack and accompanying tools
are all together.

Trunk

If you have a spare, pull it out, (clean or vacuum out any
debris) wash it and place a little tire black on it and put
it back in the trunk.

Remove all unnecessary materials out of the trunk and
vacuum the trunk

A clean engine bay signals that you went above and
beyond to care for your car & shows you valued it.




